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Top Ten Budget Honeymoon Vacations  

An amazing honeymoon doesn't have to break the bank. We've found ten perfect vacations that 

are easy on the newlywed budget. 

By Kristin Luna 

 

 

Mana Island, Mamanuca Islands, Fiji (Darryl Leniuk/Digital Vision)  

You're getting hitched, the economy's in shambles, and your bank account's (nearly) run dry. But 

you still want that perfect honeymoon. What are a bride and groom to do? 

Luckily, a recession and its global impact translate to more bang for your buck when it comes to 

staying and playing around the world. Pinching pennies doesn't necessarily translate to a tent and 

sleeping bag under the stars. There are plenty of far-flung spots you can visit that won't have you 

paying off your credit card bills for the next decade. From low-cost Caribbean jaunts like 
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Barbados and the Bahamas to affordable African safaris, you can have your wedding cake and 

eat it, too. Read on for our ten favorite (relatively) cheap honeymoon vacations. 

10. Malawi, Africa  

9. Barbados, Caribbean  

8. Canadian Rockies  

7. Fiji  

6. Tulum, Mexico  

5. Berlin, Germany  

4. Big Island, Hawaii  

3. Margarita Island, Venezuela  

2. Green Turtle Cay, Bahamas  

1. Bali, Indonesia  

 

Sunset over a Malawi beach (Gallo Images/Alistair Lyne)  

10. Malawi, Africa  
If you didn't think it possible to get all the way to Africa and around on limited funds, you may 

be in for a surprise. Malawi allows honeymooners on a budget to steal away to an exotic 

location, while not breaking the bank—thanks to Ulendo Safaris, that is. Ulendo's team of travel 

professionals will plan an itinerary to meet any traveler's budget and preferred style of travel 

while taking special care to cater for special interests. Ulendo operates under the belief that 
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vacations to Africa, especially those as memorable as a honeymoon, should encapsulate the 

wildlife, culture, and spectacular scenery of the diverse continent. Lake Malawi, for example, is 

great for the couple who wants to do it all—snorkeling, diving, kayaking, swimming, and 

more—or absolutely nothing, save sitting on a traditional dhow watching the African sun set 

over the horizon. 

 

Snorkeling in Barbados (Barbados Tourism Authority)  

9. Barbados  
An island with attitude, Barbados offers luxury at a low cost. From surfing in Bathsheba (home 

to the famed Soup Bowl) to burning the midnight oil in Holetown to ziplining in the dead center 

of the isle, you won't be hard-pressed to find exciting—and affordable—activities to fill your 

days in this British-influenced island, most well known for its ubiquitous rum shops. 

Learn to windsurf with the island's biggest resident celebrity as your teacher: World windsurfing 

champ Brian "deAction" Talma owns and operates his own shop on Silver Rock Beach, where he 

offers equipment rental and surf lessons. Try out paddlesurfing, Talma's new obsession, which is 

typically easier to pick up from the get-go than windsurfing or traditional surfing, especially if 

you're on a time crunch. 

If you're well versed in your drivers and irons, you'll dig the golfing side of Barbados. The Brits 

covet their golf courses like they do their fish and chips, so on an island so heavily influenced by 
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our friends in the UK, it comes as no surprise that a country of just 166 square miles in size 

would boast 99 holes of golf—not to mention, some of the best championship courses in all of 

the Caribbean. Two more courses are slated to open in the next year or two—Black Bess in St. 

Peters and Apes Hill Club in St. James—which will up the island's total to 135 holes. 

You get more bang for your buck in terms of accommodation on Barbados, too. The 122-year-

old Crane occupies a quiet stretch of beach in St. Philip and boasts one of the island's best Asian 

fusion restaurants, Zen. It's for those who seek a peaceful respite, not guests who would rather be 

immersed in the scene-y opulence of Sandy Lane on the other side of the isle (definitely not for 

the budget shopper). Colonial-style rooms at the Crane feature high ceilings, Barbadian 

mahogany furniture, oriental carpets, objects d'art, four-poster king-size beds, spa showers, and 

more. The 28-foot disappearing pool seems to effortlessly spill into the Caribbean Sea. Even less 

expensive is the brand new Almond Casuarina in Christ Church, which is all-inclusive and has 

three pools and a spa on tap. 

 

Canadian Rockies (Canadian Outback Adventure Company)  

8. Canadian Rockies  
If beaches just aren't your thing, you're not alone. Many honeymooners prefer to spend their 

inaugural days as newlyweds in the clear mountain air, rather than the tropical humidity. Nestled 

between British Columbia and Alberta, the Canadian Rockies are one of North America's most 

stunning natural wonders and, thus, the perfect spot for a little romance. 
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A summer trip promises hiking among the forests and waterfalls, and canoeing atop Lake 

Louise's placid and glassy waters, while wintertime allows for downhill skiing, ice-skating upon 

the lake, and glacier treks through the Columbia Icefields. Split your time between the laidback 

ski town of Banff, which emits an Aspen vibe with less pretension, and Lake Louise, just an hour 

up the road, and its iconic chateau, which you can visit and enjoy even if you aren't a guest. To 

get a full appreciation for the mountain range in its entirety, consider a trip on the Rocky 

Mountaineer from Vancouver to Banff, which allows you a fully panoramic view, via a glass-

domed train car, of gushing rivers, craggy mountains, verdant meadows, and plenty of wildlife, 

such as long-horned sheep, deer, elk, moose, and even bears. 

While you might be wise to spring for a night or two at one of the Fairmont's palatial 

properties—like the Chateau Lake Louise or Banff Springs —you'll be perfectly comfortable 

spending the remainder of your nights at any of the area's other cozy stays, like the Fox Hotel & 

Suites , the Ptarmigan Inn , or the Hidden Resort Lodge .  
 

 

Romantic Fiji Sunset (Corel)  

7. Fiji  
Who said a jaunt to the South Pacific had to cost an arm and a leg? Among Fiji's 300 isles, 

there's something for the budget traveler, too. A stay on the main isle in Nadi, for example, might 

cost you $188 a night for a mountain-view spa room at the Anchorage Beach Resort, including 

continental breakfast every day, plus free use of canoes, kayaks, and snorkeling gear. Or you 
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could head to the Crow's Nest, an intimate resort of individual villas among bougainvillea vines, 

hibiscus blooms, and tall coconut palm trees, set against the Coral Coast. The nautical-themed 

villas are on terraces, each with a magnificent view of the lagoon and ocean, and rooms start at 

just $79 a night. 

Divers might want to check into Fiji's fourth largest island, Kadavu, along the Astrolabe Reef, 

where rates at Mantana Beach Resort or Mai Dive—from $195 and $280, respectively—include 

the boat, dive master instruction, weights, tanks, and two dives a day. Or try Dolphin Bay Divers 

Retreat on Vanua Levu near the Garden Island of Taveuni, where you can explore the world-

famous Rainbow Reef. 

For the true bare-bones traveler—and environmentalist—there are a cluster of eco-resorts, sans 

bells and whistles, like Wayalailai Ecohaven Resort in the Yasawa Islands, where you'll pay only 

$60 per person per night. And among the Yasawas, you'll find plenty of inexpensive (sometimes, 

free) activities to tackle, such as snorkeling or trekking to Wobbling Rock, Gorilla Head Rock, 

ancient village sites, plantations, and the Three Sisters. 

 

El Castillo in Tulum, Quintana Roo, Mexico (Joe Sohm/Digital Vision/Getty)  

6. Tulum, Mexico  
Sure, you could go to just about any part of Mexico and find a steal of a deal. But why not hit up 

one of its most prized entities, Tulum, and skip the madness that is Cancun and Cozumel 



entirely? This way you won't be stuck braving a crowd of drunken Spring Breakers away from 

their parents for the first time during your one-on-one with your new spouse. Tulum, which is 

located just a half an hour outside of Cancun (making it an easy—and affordable—spot to reach), 

offers intimate luxury and privacy at a reasonable price tag. 

The site of a walled Mayan city, Tulum rests on the Yucatan Peninsula and is well known for its 

ruins, which are among the most famous in the world. Additionally, it's home to many high-

adrenaline activities like ziplining, cavern snorkeling, and skycycle canopy adventures—all of 

which can be enjoyed at Hidden Worlds Cenotes Park. The diving is quite popular, too, thanks to 

Tulum's position along the Mesoamerican Barrier Reef, the second largest reef in the world, and 

its underwater formations like cenotes and limestone sinkholes. 

It's not as cheap as, say, Bali, but the 96-suite Blue Tulum Resort & Spa is the epitome of luxury 

and will only cost you $400 a night, all meals and drinks included (meaning slam those tequila 

shots as you deem necessary; it's not costing you anything extra). On top of that, you'll sleep in a 

five-star room outfitted in Mediterranean-Mexican style, with a marble bathroom, enormous 

balcony, large Jacuzzi, and views of the lush gardens. Rooms also boast wireless Internet, an 

iPod with music selection, plasma TV, DVD player with movie selection, rain showers, a pillow 

and soap menu, luxury bathrobes and slippers, aromatherapy amenities, and a complimentary 

mini-bar and bottle of champagne. 

 

Spree River, Berlin, Germany (Dan Swackhammer)  
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5. Berlin, Germany  
Sure, islands are relaxing and all, but what about the on-the-go cosmopolitan couple who 

requires a city break instead? With nightlife to rival any international metropolis and a foodie 

scene to boot, Berlin has a solution for all those big-city honeymoon needs. And best of all, it 

still reigns as one of Europe's most affordable trips. (Fares from New York and Miami on 

AirBerlin run as low as $99 each way.) 

Explore the sites vital to the Cold War like the ghost stations, Checkpoint Charlie, the 

Brandenburg Gate, and, of course, the Wall. Then head back to relax in the Hotel de Rome, an 

ornate bank-turned-luxury-stay, and maybe indulge in a spa treatment or two in your downtime 

(you can even have dinner and couples treatments in the subterranean vault of the bank). Then, 

hop on a gastro tour courtesy of Berlinagenten in the hip neighborhood Kreuzberg, and burn the 

midnight oil in some of Berlin's all-night riverside bars and clubs to top off a perfect day. 

Theater enthusiasts will be in awe of the combined musical and acrobatic elements of the 

whimsical "Soap: The Show" at the Chamäleon. Electronica lovers and those who want to dance 

the night away will dig the all-night clubs like tri-level Weekend and the waterfront Spindler & 

Klatt. Berlin's a win no matter your big-city tastes. 

By Kristin Luna 

 

Luau at the Fairmont Orchid on Kohala Coast, Big Island, Hawaii (Fairmont Hotels & Resorts)  
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4. Big Island, Hawaii  
Many people spend their whole lives dreaming of a Hawaiian getaway, but write it off as too 

pricy. Well, here's news for you: It's not. One of the states hit hardest by the recession, Hawaii is 

now more affordable than ever. You can get find $400 round-trip airfare from many West Coast 

cities, and hotels are practically begging guests to occupy their rooms. 

The youngest of the isles, the Big Island is covered in fields of black and lava. As a result, many 

of the island's activities incorporate the volcanic rock: There are some of the state's most popular 

golf courses built into the rocky terrain; spas with lava rock treatments for those who need 

pampering; lava rock swimming pools, whirlpools, and saunas for those seeking R&R; lava-

climbing walls for the adventure seekers; and petroglyphs for the history buffs. In fact, these 

petroglyphs are a great enigma of the Pacific—even experts can't figure out who made them or 

why. And, of course, snorkeling, kayaking, and all other water sports are must-dos in the crystal-

clear waters offshore. 

While larger resorts, villa rentals, and condos abound along the Kona coast, we recommend Tara 

Cottage, an exceptional redwood-and-cedar octagon vacation home on a secluded and beautifully 

landscaped 15-acre property. Overlooking Kealakekua Bay, it's the perfect retreat for any 

honeymooner who wants complete privacy. And best of all, it costs around $200 a night. Couples 

can begin their day with outdoor showers in a dramatic rock grotto within the bromeliad garden, 

before sipping on Tara's estate-grown Kona coffee to get their caffeine fix. 
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Beach at Margarita Island, Venezuela (Wikipedia)  

3. Margarita Island, Venezuela  
With more than 50 beaches scattered along 100 miles of coastline, Venezuela's largest island is a 

little something different by way of Caribbean escape. Dubbed "the Pearl of the Caribbean," 

Margarita Island is an interesting amalgamation of colonial villages and secluded, sandy spots. 

While it has plenty of all-inclusive resorts, lower prices than the rest of the Caribbean isles mean 

you don't necessarily have to go that route. You can rent your own 1,500-square-foot beach 

house, complete with pool, like Casa Katy on Playa de Agua for a mere $110 a night, or an even 

larger house (still with pool) like the 2,700-square-foot Casa del Sol for $130. If you prefer 

someone else to cook and clean for you, book a room at the hotel-like Hotel Castillo El Milagro 

in the main town of Porlamar. (Just don't expect a five-star experience; most hotels on the island 

are three stars at best.) 

Margarita is situated just 25 miles off the coast of mainland Venezuela, so you can hop a flight to 

Cumana and connect there via plane or ferry. But what will you do besides work on your tan 

while on the isle (as if that weren't enough)? Well, horseback riding is popular and an excellent 

way to cover most of the island; you can find tours at both Cabatucan and CabaCaribe. Deep-sea 

fishing, snorkeling, diving, and dolphin-watching are other favorite activities. Plus, never-

ceasing wind along Playa El Yaque makes it the perfect spot to try kite or wind surfing. Never 

tackeled either of those water sports? No problem. There's no time like the present to start. 
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Scuba Diving the Bahamas (Bahamas Tourism)  

2. Green Turtle Cay, Bahamas  
Many vacationers think of the Bahamas as simply Nassau and Paradise Island—or more 

specifically, its amusement park hotel, the Atlantis—as well as a stopover point for most major 

Caribbean cruises. Well, I've got news for you—it's so much more. With eco meccas like Andros 

and more remote retreats in the Exumas, the Bahamas literally has everything a traveler could 

want, somewhere among its 700 isles. 

One of the best spots for affordable honeymoons is just a quick flight from Miami. Located in 

the Outer Abacos, Green Turtle Cay offers everything a tropical paradise should—without the 

price tag. And one of its shining gems, Green Turtle Club, is just the spot to enjoy time away 

with your newly crowned spouse. At Green Turtle, you'll find a sprawl of bungalows and 

waterfront villas secluded from the rest of the island. But if you need to get into "town," have no 

fear: There are plenty of golf carts on tap for you to use. 

The pool is enticing, the food stellar, and beaches pristine—many of which you'll have all to 

yourself on most occasions. Even if you weren't a diver before landing on the island, you should 

consider leaving as one. At Brendal's Dive Center, run by a native fish out of the water, Brendal 

Stevens will introduce you to his marine world, which comprises underwater caves, manta rays, 

dolphins, turtles, lionfish, barracudas, and even various types of sharks (nurse, reef, and bull, to 

name a few). 

The resort often runs specials, such as pay for five nights, get the sixth free at $1,125 per couple, 

which includes a deluxe club room, turtle picture frame of the couple's photo, two free tipsy 

turtle cocktails, and all taxes. 
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Temple du Lac Bratan, Bali (Photodisc)  

Must-see temples in Bali  

1. Bali, Indonesia  
The beauty of Bali is that you could rent a beachfront bungalow for an entire month, and it might 

only cost you in the neighborhood of $300—total. Sure, you'll likely pay a bit more in airfare, 

but your expenses once you arrive will be paltry. You can have massages at your private villa for 

$30 an hour. Or take surfing lessons in the mornings, before heading to a local hut for fried rice 

with eggs and a fresh fruit smoothie to fill your belly afterward. 

Meals at the most expensive restaurants in Bali will run you less than $40 each, though you can 

find street food for mere coins. Plus, if your new marital home needs to be furnished, you can 

find beautiful, authentic teak pieces, dining room sets, Buddha statues, intricate pillows and 

linens, heirlooms, and more at stores like Udiyana Prima Cargo and Kenny Furniture & Antique 

for a fraction of the price you'd pay back home (and that includes the shipping costs). 

Check rental agency Elite Havens for a variety of Indonesian villas in a range of costs and 

locations. Or if you prefer a resort instead, try the boutique-y Rama Garden Hotel for a steal of a 

price, $54 a night, or the Kori Ubud in the popular rural region of Ubud, which offers five-star 

luxury at three-star prices (rooms are as low as $180 a night). 
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